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R145DispatchesDNA Repair: How MutM Finds the Needle
in a HaystackHigh-resolution crystal structures of DNA complexes with the bacterial MutM
protein show how the enzyme feels its way around the double helix in search
of an oxidized guanine before flipping it out into its active site and excising it.Josef Jiricny
In 1974, Tomas Lindahl [1] described
the first base-excision DNA repair
enzyme — uracil DNA glycosylase
(UDG). Since this seminal discovery,
scientists have been trying to fathom
how DNA repair enzymes of this class
find their respective substrates among
millions of Watson–Crick base pairs
and how they excise them. The latter
question was answered with the help
of crystal structures of several DNA
glycosylases with their respective
DNA substrates [2]. The enzymes flip
aberrant bases out of the double helix
into their highly selective recognition
pockets, which sensitizes the
glycosidic bond between the base
and the sugar-phosphate backbone to
hydrolysis. These structures, referred
to as lesion recognition complexes,
could be crystallised, most probably
because they are the most stable and
long-lived species in the respective
reaction mixtures. In an attempt to
answer the former question, namely,
how these enzymes identify their
substrates in double-helical DNA,
Qi et al. [3] modified and trapped the
Escherichia coli 8-oxoguanine (oG)
DNA glycosylaseMutM onDNA. In their
recent paper [3], the authors describe
the structure of the protein–DNA
complex at a stage preceding the
flip-out, a state that is extremely
short-lived under standard conditions
and that would normally be expected
to be refractory to crystallisation.
The base flipping mechanism was
first shown for cytosine DNA
methyltransferases [4]. These enzymes
covalently attach themselves — via
a cysteine residue — to the C6 of
cytosine and then, in a concerted
action, transfer a methyl group to the
C5-position, which destabilises the
C6–S bond and allows the enzyme to
dissociate. When the complex
chemistry of methyl group transfer waselucidated, it seemed hard to believe
that the enzyme catalyses all these
steps within the constraints of the
closely-packed double helix.
Flipping the cytosine out of the helix
made the mechanism much more
plausible. The subsequent finding
that DNA glycosylases [2,5] and
alkylguanine transferases [6] — AGTs,
proteins that remove methyl groups
from O6-methylguanine — adopted
a similarmodus operandiwas therefore
not a complete surprise.
How the above enzymes found
their respective substrates remained
a mystery, however. One hypothesis
predicted that they scan the DNA
backbone and flip out each base in
turn, whereby those that fit into the
binding pocket are removed. A slight
adaptation of this hypothesis
suggested that the enzymes scan
DNA in search of irregularities in
Watson–Crick base pairing and flip
out bases only at these weakened
sites. A third scenario argued that
non-Watson–Crick base pairs
‘breathe’, such that the aberrant
bases spend a finite amount of time
out of the helix. The repair enzymes
would then solely need to trap their
substrates when they are extrahelical.
Experimental evidence in support
of one or the other hypothesis was
difficult to obtain because protein–DNA
complexes have a tendency to
crystallise in their thermodynamically
most stable form,which in thesecases is
the extruded base bound in the binding
pocket of the enzyme. There were,
however, indications that the enzymes
do more than just recognise their
respective substratebasesonceoutside
of the helix and in their binding pockets.
The above polypeptides have a
helix–turn–helix (HTH) motif common
to many DNA binding proteins, but in
the ‘flippases’ this motif is positioned
in theminor rather thanthemajorgroove,
where it providessequencenon-specificcontacts. Moreover, both AGT [6] and
UDG [7] structures revealed that the
bound proteins induced distortions in
the DNA that would facilitate extrusion
of the base, primarily by ‘pinching’ the
sugar-phosphate backbone.
As undergraduates we learn that the
spacing and positioning of base pairs in
DNA is governed by the sugar pucker,
where a simple change from 30-endo
to 20-endo conformation is responsible
for the large differences between
A- and B-form DNA. It should therefore
come as no surprise that a different
alteration of this geometry could result
in a base being forced out of the helix.
Although this argument might seem
reasonable and logical, it remains
only an argument as long as it is not
founded on solid experimental proof.
And this was not easy to obtain: it was
impossible to tell whether the protein
induced the observed backbone
distortions prior to or after extruding
the base, or — indeed — whether the
bound protein solely accentuated the
distortions that arose by base flipping.
The E. coli MutM protein removes
from DNA 8-oxoguanine,
formamido-pyrimidine and
dihydrouracil, as well as other oxidized
DNA bases. Its structure, with and
without DNA, showed that the enzyme
carries a helix–multiple turn–helix
rather than the more common HTH
DNA-binding motif [8,9], but the key
criteria of substrate recognition and
catalysis could be elucidated primarily
through deployment of inactive
mutants [10,11] and covalently-linked
protein–DNA complexes [12]. Qi et al.
[3] combined these approaches
to generate an inactive enzyme
cross-linked to the DNA. The
disulphide link reduced the mobility
of the enzyme on the DNA, while the
mutation removed the MutM loop that
interacts with the extruded oG. This
combination stabilised the protein
bound to DNA and thus increased the
likelihood that the complex would
crystallise, and, most importantly,
that the oxidised guanine would remain
intrahelical. The strategy paid off, in
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Figure 1. Simplified schematic representation of the mode of action of the E. coli MutM
glycosylase.
In the ‘interrogation mode’, the enzyme travels along the DNA contour in search of oxidized
bases (red) and bends the DNA in the process (IC). Once a substrate is encountered (EC),
the bend induced by the enzyme causes a steric clash between the oxidized guanine and
the sugar-phosphate backbone. This results in a change in the pucker of the sugar residue
of the aberrant nucleotide, which in turn allows the three amino-acid wedge of MutM (not
shown) to extrude the base and insert itself into the helix to stabilise the widowed cytosine
(LRC).
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structures of ‘encounter complexes’ in
which the MutM protein is bound to an
oligonucleotide carrying an oG/C base
pair in different sequence contexts. The
structures were compared to those of
‘interrogation complexes’ of identical
sequence, but with an unmodified
G/C pair in place of the oG/C. The
comparison showed that MutM could
differentiate between the two DNA
sequences even when oG was still
intrahelical.Comparison of the encounter
complex structures with the respective
lesion recognition complexes, in which
MutM was complexed with the
extruded oG in the same sequence
context [10], revealed that although all
DNA molecules were bent at the site of
enzyme binding, the distortions in the
DNA backbones of encounter complex
and lesion recognition complex were
more similar than those between the
encounter complex and interrogation
complex structures. This indicated thatthe encounter complex structure is a
true precursor of the lesion recognition
complex. The 8-oxo group was seen to
force a change in the sugar pucker of
the oxidised nucleotide from 20-endo
to 40-exo through a steric clash.
Importantly, this alteration was absent
from the structure of the naked oG/C
oligonucleotide [13], which indicated
that it was forced upon the DNA by
the bound enzyme.
Another interesting finding concerns
the three residues (M77, R112 and
F114) that are inserted into the helix
in the lesion recognition complex.
In the encounter complexes, the
phenylalanine is inside the helix,
possibly causing — or at least
stabilising — the DNA bend. However,
the arginine, which replaces the
extruded oG in the lesion recognition
complex and forms hydrogen bonds
with the widowed cytosine, is in the
minor groove, ‘pushing’ on the cytosine
and thus destabilising the oG/C base
pair. It is thus poised to pounce into
the helix as soon as the oG becomes
extrahelical. This appears to be a
conserved mode of action, as an
analogous arginine has been
predicted to invade the helix in the
AGT/DNA complex upon extrusion
of the O6-methylguanine [14].
Molecular dynamics simulations
suggested that the sum of the above
protein–DNA interactions would lower
the energy barrier for oG extrusion
from the encounter complex duplexes.
Coupled with the finding that MutM
travels along the DNA contour with
little effort [15], it is unlikely that these
enzymes flip out each base until they
find the one that fits into their binding
pocket. The scenario that MutM
processes aberrant bases that are
already extrahelical as suggested for
UDG [16] might apply to some, but
not all, modifications and might
be strongly affected by sequence
context. Themost likely scenario is that
shown in Figure 1, where the enzyme
travels along the DNA in a poised
conformation, ready to insert its wedge
into the DNA at sites weakened by
the presence of non-Watson–Crick
base pairs. Although this mechanism
might at first sight appear to require
substantial effort, it must be
remembered that in vivo the above
metabolic events take place on
supercoiled (underwound) DNA, in
which the effort to open the DNA or
to alter the spacing between adjacent
base pairs is substantially reduced.
Dispatch
R147It might be interesting to test this
prediction by studying the base
extrusion processes on DNAmolecules
underwound by, for example, optical
tweezers.
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DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2009.12.046Biological Rhythms: The Taste–Time
ContinuumThe gustatory system allows the fly to assess food quality, eliciting either
acceptance or avoidance behaviors. A new study demonstrates that circadian
clocks in gustatory receptor neurons regulate rhythms in taste sensitivity, drive
rhythms in appetitive behavior and influence feeding.Joshua J. Krupp and Joel D. Levine
The fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster,
relies extensively on chemosensory
cues (smell and taste) to guide both
feeding and mating behavior; in this
regard the fly may not be entirely unlike
you or me. Sensitivity to chemosensory
stimuli, however, is not a fixed
parameter. The detection gain to
various stimuli, in particular to
odorants, varies with time of day
in a manner dependent upon an
endogenous circadian clock
mechanism [1–3]. The distributed
system of circadian clocks — including
central pacemaker neurons in
the brain and specialized clock
cells in peripheral organs and
tissues — integrates timing cues to
synchronize cellular physiology and
metabolism with behavior [4]. While it
is well established that chemosensory
systems, such as olfaction, are undercircadian regulation [1–3], the
influence of this regulation on
chemosensory-guided behavior has
not been explored. In this issue of
Current Biology, Chatterjee et al. [5]
examine the circadian regulation of
the gustatory system in Drosophila.
In doing so, the authors reveal
aspects of a genetic mechanism in
which circadian oscillators within
gustatory neurons locally regulate
taste sensitivity, drive rhythms in
appetitive behavior and influence
feeding.
In flies, gustation is mediated by
sensory neurons housed within
specialized chemosensory bristles or
sensilla, some of which are located
on the proboscis [6]. The presence of
light-entrainable oscillators within the
proboscis was demonstrated over
a decade ago [7]. It was hypothesized
that the oscillators and the gustatory
neurons were one and the same,and that taste sensitivity was under
circadian regulation. However, neither
the neuronal identity of the cells
nor the function of the clock was
confirmed. Chatterjee et al. [5]
demonstrate that the gustatory
receptor neurons (GRNs) are indeed
circadian clock cells. The GRNs
show rhythmic expression of the gene
Pdp1, a characteristic of clock cells.
Moreover, the GRN clock drives
circadian rhythms in tastant-evoked
electrophysiological responses.
Single-sensillum recordings
demonstrated diurnal and circadian
rhythms in the response properties
(i.e., voltage spike activity) of individual
GRNs, with a morning peak and
evening trough. This corresponds
closely with the reported rhythm in
feeding [8], a behavior initiated by
gustatory stimulation. Similar
response profiles were observed in
two classes of taste-specific GRNs,
suggesting that synchronization of
GRN activity may occur independently
of the particular taste to which it is
tuned. Interestingly, the temporal
structure of gustatory responses is
almost antiphase to odor-evoked
olfactory activity [1,2]. Thus, the
relative weight of these two
chemosensory systems in affecting
shared behavioral responses, such
